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Beyond Accessibility:
City of 7 Senses
UDAL forum 1 May 2013 at King George Square, Brisbane 

Introduction
Tobias Volbert, UDAL

The workshop is part of the Brisbane City Coun-

cils Ideas Fiesta, that is organised around the 

new City Centre Master Plan. The participants 

gather on the public balcony at the King 

George Square.  Tobias welcomes everybody 

and opens the event. First there will be two short 

introductions. Linda will talk about the current 

developments regarding the need for acces-

sibility. Then Tobias will explain the 7 senses and 

how they are adopted in playgrounds. The ma-

jority of the evening the participants will work in 

groups on these ideas. First developing general 

ideas to improve our daily environment. Then 

applying them on two sites in the Brisbane CBD.    

Tobias and Linda giving a radio interview prior to the workshop, to 

promote UDAL and the 7 Senses to the general public.

Why the need for a City of              
7 Senses? 
Linda Cupitt, director at Miovvn Consulting

The new City Centre Master Plan (CCMP) clearly 

sets a vision for the next 20 years. Brisbane 

should become a ‘new world city’ – one that 

embraces innovation, provides accessibility 

and promotes inclusion. This poses the question: 

what innovations do we want to be renown 

for? How do we create an inclusive ‘new world 

city’?  

Current thinking has accessible and inclusive in-

novation largely driven by the notion of people 

depending on wheelchairs. However Presentation ‘the old fashion way’ on the King George balcony
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Learning disabilities
Speech/Language
Cognitive disabilities
Emotional disturbance
Hearing impairments
Orthopaedic impairments
Other health impairments
Visual impairments
Multiple disabilities
Deaf-Blindness
Autism
Traumatic brain injury
Developmental delay

1% may use a 
mobility device

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 2011.  Data is for the 2008 - 09 school year.

For every 1,000 children enrolled – 132 are 
registered with a disability.  

Only 1% of these concern mobility

only 2.7% of the Queensland population has a 

physical disability that requires a mobility aid. 

They represent only a small fraction of physical 

disabilities. And what of non-physical disabili-

ties? How are we planning for the whole spec-

trum of disability, which is actually a rapid grow-

ing health problem? How we consider disability 

today, significantly impacts the potential for 

community inclusion in the future. 

6 Australians are affected by hearing loss. It’s 

projected to be 1 in every 4 by 2050. The num-

bers of people with low vision and blindness are 

projected to almost double by 2024.

Sensory processing disabilities such as Autism 

are also on the rise.  One in every 100 children in 

Queensland has Autism. This rate doubles every 

5 years. 

And to add to it all, we know that disability 

prevalence is significantly higher as we age.  

Dementia rates are currently 1 in every 10 older 

person over age of 65. This is expected to triple 

by 2030.   

SO WHY ARE THESE FACTS AND FIGURES IMPORTANT?   

If we aim to create an accessible, inclusive, 

liveable ‘new world’ city, we need to consider 

who and how our community can readily par-

ticipate in city centre spaces. For example, cur-

rently there are ~500 families in Brisbane Council 

catchment who cannot participate in our city 

centre due to their child having autism. The 

current design our of city centre places makes 

it near on impossible for these families to access 

and enjoy events held in King George Square 

or the Botanic Gardens.  The accessibility ramp 

doesn’t cater for an autistic child.

We need to consider how everybody, also 

disabled people, can readily transit through our 

city centre. Take a person with a disabling men-

tal illness. How does our city centre support their 

transit from Central Station to the to the Queen 

Street Mall Busway? Such transits are often vital 

for people accessing specialist health care. 

Barriers in transport accessibility are one of the 

primary reasons people ‘drop out’ of specialist 

tertiary care.   

Finally, these facts and figures have a signifi-

cant impact on the city centre economy. Small 

businesses loose potential revenue when entire 

families avoid the city due one member of the 

family having a disability. Significant losses to 

SOME FACTS

By 2030, the Australian population is expected 

to increase by 15%, but the rates of disability 

prevalence are exponentially growing. By 2030, 

at least 25% of the Brisbane population will have 

a non-physical disability. One in four people. 

Considering the growing rates of disabling 

mental illness, we shouldn’t be that surprised by 

the figure. In fact, the World Health Organisation 

estimates that depression and anxiety condi-

tions will be the number one health burden in 

both the developed and developing nations by 

2030. Greater than cancer, greater than heart 

conditions or diabetes.

Common disorders that can lead to crippling 

disability, such as anxiety conditions, are cur-

rently experienced by 14% of all Queenslanders.  

It’s estimated that this will rise to as high as 30% 

by 2030. 

But it’s not just mental illness that is growing.  

So too are sensory disabilities. Currently 1 in 
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economic productivity occur when workers 

become full time carers – something that is nec-

essary in a city that ignores it’s disability fringe. 

And retrofitting space for new accessibility is 

expensive to the city. 

MOVING FORWARD

Our city and its design needs to move past cur-

rent thinking on accessibility; move past thinking 

about wheel chair accessibility, and towards 

thinking about how sensory aware spaces.

 

By considering the 7 senses, not only do we 

improve the accessibility and liveability of our 

city in 2030 for our growing disabled population. 

It will also enhance the experience for other 75% 

of the population fortunate to live without signifi-

cant impairment.

devices. Over the last 2 decades, this 1% mobil-

ity impairment didn’t change. Learning disabili-

ties didn’t change either, stayed at about 5.2%. 

Autism however increased dramatically, from 

1:1000 at the end of the 90’s to 1:88 now.

What can playgrounds do to include all children 

with disabilities? 

First of all, the design needs to consider all as-

pects of play: 

sensory •	 - sliding, spinning, swinging, running, 

climbing, etc. 

social •	 - elements that stimulate children to 

interact with each other

imaginary•	  - elements that stimulate creativity 

and imagination

Secondly, it provides for all 7 senses. Not five, 

seven! Everybody is familiar with the five: sight, 

hearing, taste, smell and touch. But an inclusive 

design also takes care of the vestibular and the 

proprioceptive. The vestibular sense is located 

in the inner ear and deals with balance and 

movement. The proprioceptive senses are found 

in the muscles, tendons and joints. They tell us 

about body position and muscle tension, for in-

stance how much muscle force we need to use 

to do something.

Inclusive Design – What does 
it mean?

Inclusive playground design, 
what does this mean?
Tobias Volbert, Project Development Manager & Land-
scape Architect at Playscape Creations

Inclusive design is often a very limited concept 

in the current practice. Add a wheelchair swing 

or slide and you’re done. But is that inclusive? 

These items are only usable for wheelchairs, so in 

reality they exclude more than they include! For 

every 1,000 children, 132 are registered with a 

disability. And of those, only 1% involves mobility 


Balance

Movement


Body Position

Muscle Sense
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Thirdly, it recognises the sensory input differ-

ences. Most children are in the middle of the 

sensory input registration spectrum. This includes 

Round 1: ideas to improve our 
daily environment

After the introductions, the workshop continues 

in six groups. First the participants are asked to 

come up with ideas around two themes:

■ what kind of pop-ups or temporary interve-

   tions can improve the inclusive city;

■ what can you do to improve the 7 senses in a 

   regular streetscape in your neighbourhood.

Sensory Input Registration Spectrum

Hypo

Responsive
Hyper

Responsive

the stimulus of all 7 senses. At this moment the 

ones in the Hypo and Hyper side of the spec-

trum however are excluded.

Tobias concludes with showing some examples 

of playground designs and equipment that can 

be used by all children alike, making it possible 

for disabled and non-disabled to interact. Ele-

ments that stimulate all senses. And lay-outs that 

create natural zonings, so different children with 

different needs can use the same playground 

at the same time. For instance making sure the 

older ones don’t push away the young ones. 

And the hyper-responsive children have a safe 

place to go and are not scared away by the 

more active ones.

Groups working on ideas to improve the experience of 7 senses
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TEMPORARY INTERVENTIONS

Alternate surface textures make you aware • 

where you walk or drive: rubber tiles, astro-

turf on the road, sand pits, temporary street-

beach.

Movable street furniture: scented bean bags, • 

blankets, 

Festival of movement to challenge different • 

ways of moving: swings on the street, jumping 

castle, climbing structures, coloured jumping 

balls, slippery slides next to steps and stairs.

Use subtropical plants with fragrant flowers, • 

creating different smells through the seasons.

Edible plants in the streetscape, volunteers • 

educating and stimulating people to pick and 

eat, creating continuous street picnics.

Free up regulations to make street-side en-• 

trepreneurs possible: stalls that sell food and 

drinks, adding smell and taste to the streets, 

umbrella sellers reacting on the weather.

Life street music (not the shopping mall • 

musac), piano’s and instruments left on spots 

for public use.

Kinetic sculptures that emphasize changes • 

in wind and water and water sculptures, mist 

screens and jets, changing the experience of 

sound and temperature.

Challenge the view with visual projections • 

on screens and buildings, street cinema, light 

show, carnival mirrors on the sidewalks, maze 

of flags and drapes.

Integrate animals in the street-design: sing-• 

ing birds in the streets, fishes in shop-windows, 

chickens in the park, etc.

NEIGHBOURHOOD STREETS

Use tactile fences along the street, fences • 

with a different touch or temperature reflec-

tion, hedges with different fragrances.

Integrate informal exercise equipment in the • 

streets, swing ropes on trees, etc. to stimulate 

proprioception.

Speed humps and rectangular curbs for infor-• 

mal balance games.

Glow in the night features, fences, garage • 

doors, to change the experience at night.

Diversity of trees in the sidewalks and gardens • 

to attract birds year around, creating various 

bird-sounds. 

Edible plants in the street verges and front • 

yards, for people to pick and stimulate com-

munity interaction.

Exhaust hood outlets to the street, scenting • 

the street with cooking smells.

Street corner pocket parks with a tree and a • 

bench, to see and meet.

Meandering tree avenues, changing the way • 

you walk on the sidewalk, perspective, etc.

Play boards on the paths. Stimulate chalking • 

on the pavement.

Street closures rolling though the neighbour-• 

hood, turning one street at a time into tempo-

rary playgrounds and meeting places: street 

painting, inflatable pool party, cart races, 

community gatherings.
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Round 2: applying to 2 sites
Now it is time to apply these thoughts to actual 

sites. For this, two sites in the Brisbane CBD are 

chosen. Tables are joined together to three 

groups, all working on both sites. 

It is striking that most of the groups don’t directly 

apply the ideas to the actual sites. Instead 

most of the creativity is spend on improving the 

spatial structure. In the case of Albert Street a lot 

of attention is put into creating more space for 

pedestrians instead of cars. They then conclude 

that many of the ideas of round 1 can take 

place in this new structure. Regarding the Bo-

tanical Gardens, much of the focus goes to the 

connection between the gardens and the rest 

of the city. Again with the idea, that when they 

would be better connected, the spaces will be 

used by more people. Interventions for the 7 

senses will be more effective. 

ALBERT STREET

Most agree that Albert Street will be the main • 

axes between Roma Parklands / George 

Square / Queen Street Mall and Botanical 

Gardens. Therefore it is crucial that all the 

cross sections on Albert Street become more 

pedestrian friendly.

One group suggests temporary closing Mary • 

and Charlotte Street for cars. These streets are 

not connected to the freeway, thus not vital 

to the traffic system. Between 10am and 4pm 

May and Charlotte become the domain of 

pedestrians. All the pup-up ideas of round 1 

can then be applied. This will compensate for 

the fact that there are no squares and (pock-

et)parks in this part of the CBD.

Another group argues for closing down Albert • 

Street itself for cars. To make Albert Street a 

true pedestrian axes through town, the side-

walks need to be 16m wide, not 4m like now. 

This means there is no space for cars. All car 
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and commercial accesses will be on the 

side streets: Mary and Charlotte, etc. Along 

Albert a whole series of public spaces under 

and above ground is developed for a more 

diverse and lively street experience. The trees 

are places in the middle of the street, to cre-

ate optimum (visual) interaction between 

the street and the adjoining spaces. Buildings 

are set back on strategic places to allow an 

abundance of light into the street.  

The 3rd group focused on different experi-• 

ences per block on Albert Street. They state 

each block should have its own coherent 

language. Verandahs, projections, water fea-

tures, planting and textures together reflect 

the cities history. The crossings are accentu-

ated with bells. The whole of Albert Street be-

comes a touch & smell walking experiences. 

BOTANICAL GARDENS

One group zoomed in on Alice Street, along • 

the Botanical Gardens. They state it’s a shame 

you can’t experience the Botanical Gardens 

along this edge. Alice needs to change from 

a barrier into a connector, a beautiful prome-

nade with mature street trees. They tear down 

the park fence and open up the Gardens to 

the city. The pedestrian path on the other side 

is widened by taking out one traffic lane. At 

the end of Alice a bridge connects the CBD 

with Kangaroo Point.

The proposition raises a lively discussion about • 

the cars in this street. Some believe that the 

cars need to be taken out completely to 

strengthen the connection between city and 

Gardens. Others argue that keeping the cars 

in increases the amount of people who can 

enjoy the presence of the park, e.g. on their 

way home. Someone puts this into perspec-

tive by stating, out of personal experience, 

that the people who drive here at the end of 

the day, on their way home, have no eye for 

the park, just want to be out of the city as fast 

as possible.

Another group proposes to open the whole • 

section of the Botanical Gardens between 

parliament house and the river. They turn this 

area into a green square in celebrations of 

democracy, for demonstrations, gatherings, 

making pictures, etc. This green square be-

comes then the intermediate between city 

and park: opening up the park to the city and 

inviting city life into the park.
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Someone asks special attention for the park • 

after dark. At the moment the Botanical Gar-

dens are not inviting and hardly used in the 

evenings. Adding better lighting and some 

evening program, sports for instance, could 

make a world of difference.

The third group looked beyond the boundar-• 

ies of the CBD. Just outside of the CBD, there 

are so many different experiences available 

already: West End, Southbank, Powerhouse, 

all kinds of markets, etc. It will be hard to 

impossible to create these experiences within 

the CBD. The group connects all these exist-

ing urban conditions to the river and uses the 

CityCat ferry as the connector, creating a wa-

ter and wind induced calming environment.

Conclusion
After a fruitful 2 hours, Linda closes the workshop 

by thanking everybody and promising this sum-

mary will be made and published.

Pool party on closed off Charlete or Mary Street


